
Abstract. This review describes the current state of research on
the formation of a nanocrystalline structure in amorphous alloys
under thermal and deformation effects. The processes of forma-
tion of nanocrystals in homogeneous and heterogeneous amor-
phous structures (nanoglass) are considered. Changes in the
magnetic and mechanical properties during the formation of a
composite amorphous-nanocrystalline structure with different
structural parameters are analyzed. The possibility of amor-
phous phase rejuvenation from a partially crystalline structure
under cryogenic thermocycling treatment is shown.

Keywords: nanocrystals, metallic glasses, heterogeneous
amorphous structure, nanoglass, crystallization, phase trans-
formation

1. Introduction

Nanostructures are one of the most widely studies objects,
since they underlie the creation of newmaterials, possessing a
combination of remarkable and, in many cases, unique
physical properties. Nanostructures can be obtained by
different methods, such as sputtering, low-energy grinding
[1], sintering of powders, and thermal treatment or deforma-
tion of the amorphous phase (rolling [2, 3], bending deforma-
tion [4], etc.). The most widespread methods are those of
producing a nanostructure from the amorphous phase by
thermal treatment [5±13] and intense plastic deformation

(high pressure torsion) [14±19]. Studies have shown that the
parameters of the resulting nanostructure substantially
depend on the chemical composition and conditions of the
external action (temperature, duration of heating or anneal-
ing, deformation rate and magnitude, etc.) [20±22]. A
structural change naturally affects the material properties.
In the present review, we consider the principles of fabricating
metallic nanostructures, the dependence of their parameters
on the external action conditions, and the correlation between
the material structure and properties.

2. Processes of solidification and crystallization

When speaking about the structure of solids, several groups
are usually considered: single crystals, polycrystals, quasi-
crystals, nanocrystals, amorphous materials, and nano-
glasses. The first two have been known for more than a
century; quasicrystals were discovered in 1094 when studying
Al±Mn alloys [23] and have since been observed in many
systems [24±28]. In contrast to crystals, quasicrystals are
nonequilibrium structures. Amorphous alloys (or metallic
glasses) and nanoglasses (heterogeneous metallic glasses) are
also nonequilibrium structures; like quasicrystals, they are
obtained by fast quenching of a melt on a rapidly moving
substrate. Metallic glasses were first obtained in 1960 [29],
and the understanding of the fact that they can be hetero-
geneous appeared much later. Although the heterogeneous
structure of amorphous alloys was observed by many
researchers [30±36], the term `nanoglasses' appeared only in
2013 in a paper by Gleiter [37]. It is interesting to note that
both natural and artificial solids are formed, generally, in a
similar way: crystalline ones through relatively slow pro-
cesses, and amorphous ones under fast exposures. Simple
examples are as follows: slowly formed stalactites (chemo-
genic sinter formations of calcites in karst caves) and
stalagmites (mineral sinter formations) are crystalline, and
fulgurites (the sand SiO2 sintered by a lightning blow) are
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amorphous [38]. As metallic glasses formed under the cooling
of a melt at a rate of about 106 K sÿ1, fulgurite forms under
the action of vapors of instantly boiled moisture between
grains of sand followed by fast cooling.

Nanostructures obtained through amorphous phase
crystallization, in fact, are composite amorphous-crystalline
materials and consist of nanometer-sized crystals separated
from each other by an amorphous layer. Such a structure
forms in the process of amorphous phase crystallization and,
naturally, substantially depends on the crystallization condi-
tions. Amorphous phase crystallization processes have been
studied in various systems; in this case, homogenic crystal
nucleation in the amorphous phase [39], heterogeneous
nucleation [40, 41], or spinodal decomposition [36, 42±44]
were observed. Under heating, nanocrystalline structures
commonly appear as a result of the primary crystallization
reaction.

2.1 Formation of nanocrystals
in a homogeneous amorphous phase
Crystallization of the amorphous phase (like that of a melt)
usually occurs through the nucleation and growth of crystals.
The driving force of the crystallization process is the
difference in free energy between the liquid and glassy phases
DG. The value of DG can be calculated from the melting
enthalpy DH and overcooling DT � Tÿ Tm (Tm being the
melting temperature). The expression for DG can with some
approximation be written as [45]

DG � DHDT
Tm

2T

Tm � T
: �1�

Depending on composition, the crystallization occurs as a
result of a primary (or preferential), polymorphic, or eutectic
reaction [46±49]. A polymorphic transformation results in the
formation of one crystal phase having the same composition
as the amorphous phase (or melt). In the primary crystal-
lization, a single phase forms, too, but its composition differs
from that of the amorphous phase. A eutectic crystallization
leads to the simultaneous appearance of two phases which can
form colonies with certain orientation interrelations between
lattices of crystallizing phases.

Upon nucleation of a spherical crystal in an amorphous
phase, the free energy change is described by the equation

DG � ÿ 4

3
pr 3

DG0

Vm
� 4pr 2g ; �2�

where DG0 is the gain in free energy per mole during the
transformation of glass into a crystal, r is the radius of the
nucleus, Vm is the molar volume, and g is the interfacial
energy.

The critical radius r � is evaluated using the position of the
DG curve maximum:

r � � 2gVm

DG0
: �3�

The free energy barrier height, associated with the formation
of a nucleus of the critical size, can be found from the
following equation:

DGc � 16p
3

g 3

DG 2
0

Vm : �4�

In the nucleation theory, it is usually assumed that the
steady-state concentration of nuclei or clusters always
exists. However, at the very beginning, there must be a
finite period of time during which the steady-state distribu-
tion of nuclei is established [50]. There is a certain time
during which the steady-state distribution of clusters,
corresponding to the classical theory, is achieved. The
time-dependent rate of formation of crystallization centers
I�t� obeys the equation [51]

I�t� � Ist

�
1� 2

X1
n�1

ÿÿ 1
�n

exp

�
ÿ n 2 t

t

��
; �5�

where t is the incubation period, which greatly increases with
a decrease in temperature, and Ist is the nucleation rate under
steady-state conditions, which, in turn, is described by the
equation [49]

Ist � I0 exp

�
ÿ LDGc

RT

�
exp

�
ÿ QN

RT

�
; �6�

L is the Loschmidt number, QN is the activation energy of
passing an atom through the crystallization front, and DGc is
the free energy required to form a nucleus.

The preexponential factor usually varies from 1030 to
1035 nuclei cmÿ3 and depends on the specificity of the theory
used [49].

The nucleation of crystals can occur according to a
homogeneous of heterogeneous mechanism. Homogeneous
nucleation occurs through fluctuation formation of a nucleus
with a radius greater than the critical one. Homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation often combine, for example, on
`frozen-in' crystallization centers (hardened clusters present
in a melt immediately before cooling). Below the vitrification
temperature, homogeneous nucleation requires too much
time, and the nucleation caused by `frozen-in' crystallization
centers is of major importance for crystallization.

The rate of crystallization nuclei growth depends on the
rate of atomic sedimentation on the surface of stable nuclei.
The crystal growth rate u equals the difference between
the probability of finding an atom with sufficient energy,
which can leave the amorphous phase and join the crystal
(Boltzmann statistics), and the probability of the back
transition of the atom from the crystal to the amorphous
phase [52]:

u � u0 exp

�
ÿ Qg

RT

��
1ÿ exp

�
ÿ Dg
RT

��
; �7�

where the preexponential factor u0 is determined by the
relation

u0 � a0n0 ; �8�

a0 is the atomic diameter, n0 is the frequency of atomic
jumping. The value of u0 is known to be approximately
103 m sÿ1. The activation energy Qg is of the same order of
magnitude as the activation energy of grain boundary
diffusion.

In the crystallization ofmetallic glasses, the situationwhen
the temperature is much lower than the melting temperature
Tm is of particular interest. In this case, Dg4RT and the
value of exp �ÿDg=RT � is small. Therefore, in the case of
strong overcooling, the growth rate will obey the Arrhenius-
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type equation

u � u0 exp

�
ÿ Qg

RT

�
: �9�

According to this mechanism, the grains will grow until
they begin to contact each other.

Crystal growth depends on the type of transformation and
can proceed linearly or parabolically [53]. The size distribu-
tion of the crystals for different growth laws is presented in
Fig. 1 [53].

Distributions (a, b) correspond to homogeneous nuclea-
tion, the rest, to heterogeneous nucleation. Distributions b,
d, e correspond to the case of not yet established nucleation. It
is known that linear growth is characteristic of the transfor-
mations that occur without the composition change (poly-
morphic reactions) or combined transformations, when the
mean composition of the crystalline region corresponds to the
matrix composition (eutectic reactions). Parabolic growth is
mainly characteristic of the reactions controlled by volume
diffusion, i.e., those of primary crystallization [51]. In this
case, it should be taken into account that the change in the
concentrations of the components in the surrounding matrix
should be insignificant, i.e., the parabolic growth should be
characteristic of the initial stages of crystallization.

During the primary crystallization, when the growth of a
crystal is controlled by volume diffusion, the time dependence
of the crystal size is described by the formula

r � a�Dt�1=2 ; �10�

where D is the diffusion coefficient, and a is a constant (a
dimensioned parameter determined from the composition of
the boundary region of the particle and the sample composi-
tion) representing so-called supersaturation, which will be
considered below [47, 51, 53±55]. It is commonly accepted
that the diffusion coefficient D is independent of concentra-

tion. Its temperature dependence is given by the Arrhenius-
type expression

D � D0 exp

�
ÿQD

RT

�
: �11�

The crystal growth rate up during primary crystallization
obeys the equation

up � dr

dt
� a

2

�
D

t

�1=2

: �12�

According to multiple data, the activation energy of
crystal expulsion in the amorphous phase amounts to 145±
250 kJ molÿ1. Since the activation energy of self-diffusion of
metallic atoms in a crystal is � 250 kJ molÿ1, and the
activation energy of diffusion of a as carbon metalloid such
is 125±145 kJ molÿ1, the activation energy of the diffusion of
amorphous phase atoms is expected to be somewhat lower
than in the crystalline phase.

The specific features of crystal formation in the amor-
phous phase have been studied in many systems [40, 56±59].
One example of such studies is the analysis of primary
crystallization in amorphous alloys of the Fe±B system [60].
The authors of Ref. [60] proposed a model of the primary
crystallization kinetics, namely, of the formation of a-Fe
crystals in the amorphous phase. The model is based on the
approximate solution of the balance equation for the steady-
state flow taking into account the soft action of diffusion
fields of the growing crystals, as well as on the Kolmogorov±
Johnson±Mehl±Avrami formalism. The authors showed that
the model correctly describes the behavior of nanocrystals in
the process of primary crystallization, in particular, the
experimentally observed decrease in the Avrami index, and
obtained good agreement of the calculated diffusion coeffi-
cient values with the appropriate experimental data.

As inRef. [61], to describe diffusion-limited crystal growth
with the effect of the overlap of diffusion fields taken into
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Figure 1. Histograms of size distribution of grains for homogeneous (a, b) and heterogeneous (c±e) nucleation, (b, d, e) being cases of unestablished

nucleation. DNi is the number of crystals of a given size, N0 is the total number of crystals.
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account, the authors of Ref. [60] used the balance equation for
a steady-state flow,

dR�t�
dt
� CI ÿ Cm�t�

CI ÿ Cp

D

R�t� ; �13�

and the law of conservation of diluted components,

4p
3
�Cp ÿ CI�

�
R 3�t� ÿ R 3�0��

� 4p
3

R 3
s

�
Cm�0� ÿ Cm�t�

�
; �14�

where Cp is the concentration of the component dissolved in
the particle, CI is the concentration in the matrix at the
interface between particles, Cm�0� and Cm�t� are the initial
and time-dependent mean concentrations in the matrix,
respectively, R�0� and R�t� are the initial and time-dependent
radius of a particle, respectively, 2Rs is the separation
between particles, and D is the volume diffusion coefficient.

It is alsoworth noting that, for the growth of one crystal in
an infinite matrix (Cm�t� � Cm�0� andR�0� � 0), the solution
to Eqn (13) is the well-known solution of the Zener equation
(Eqn (10)) for parabolic growth [62]. The exact solution to
Eqns (13) and (14) obtained by Ham [61] is too cumbersome
and inconvenient for practical use. It is also clear that the
diffusion-controlled growth at early stages of primary crystal-
lization corresponds to Eqn (3) and the contact of diffusion
fields of adjacent particles (soft touch) can hamper growth
only at the final stage of crystallization. Therefore, it is
possible to use the approximate solution to the above system
of equations in a form convenient for describing the decrease
in the growth rate due to Cm�t� ! CI for the case where the
mean concentration in thematrix is close to the concentration
near the interface between particles. IfCm�0� is close toCI and
R�0�5Rs, then the expression for estimating the change in
the crystal radius with time at the final stage of the primary
crystallization is

R�t��
�
R 2�0� � 2

3
R 2

s a
2

�
1ÿ exp

�
ÿ 3aDt

R 2
s

���1=2

; �15�

under the assumption that Rfin 4R�0� is simplified to

RH�t� �
���
2

3

r
aRs

�
1ÿ exp

�
ÿ 3aDt

R 2
s

��1=2
: �16�

Here, RH is the Ham radius. It should be noted that, for the
case Rs !1, Eqn (16) turns into Eqn (10), which confirms
the correctness of the analysis carried out.

The comparison of calculations with the experimental
data carried out by the authors of Ref. [60] showed that the
approximate solution somewhat overestimates the value of
R at the initial stage (by up to 10%) and underestimates (by
up to 6%) it at the final stage of transformation compared
to the numerical (accurate) analysis. The results of Refs [60,
63, 64] show that the entire process of primary crystal-
lization can be divided into two stages. However, taking into
account that the volume fraction of the crystallized phase
and the free diffusion-controlled crystal growth (Eqn (10))
at the initial stage of transformation are relatively small
(because of the small sizes of the growing crystals) compared
to those formed at the final stage, when the diffusion fields
touch each other (Eqn (16)), the change in the volume

fraction of the crystallized material can be described by a
simple kinetic equation based on the Kolmogorov±John-
son±Mehl±Avrami model [51]:

X�t� � 1ÿ exp

�
ÿ 4p

3
N�R 3

H�t�
�
; �17�

where N� is the volume density of crystals nucleated at the
early stage of transformations.

Later, this approach was used to describe not only the
primary crystallization but also the later stages of crystal-
lization in various alloys [65±67], with the results of differ-
ential scanning calorimetry or electric resistance measure-
ment used as actual data to determine the fraction of the
forming crystalline phase.

To clarify the mechanisms of crystal nucleation in the
amorphous phase and to determine the characteristics of
the crystallization process, it is possible to use the construc-
tion of size distributions of the crystals and an analysis of
variations in these distributions with time. When applying
such an approach to an aluminum-based amorphous alloy
(Al86Ni11Yb3) the authors of Ref. [68] showed that, in the
process of annealing, the amorphous phase crystallization is
implemented through heterogeneous nucleation with an
incubation period. This conclusion was based on an analysis
of the distributions obtained for different annealing times and
showed a significant decrease in the region of small sizes at the
initial stage of annealing, the absence of small crystals in the
distribution after aging, and a gradual increase in the
proportion of large particles upon increasing the aging time.

Heterogeneous nucleation at the early stages of crystal-
lization of metallic glasses is the most frequent mechanism of
crystallization. The sites of heterogeneous nucleation can be
sample surfaces, internal imperfections, empty or gas-filled
pores (during hardening, the melt is pressed out of an ampule
by the excess pressure of a gas, as a rule, argon), or the so-
called frozen out centers of crystallization (ordered regions,
e.g., aggregates of one and the same kind of atoms). In
particular, this is the foundation of the approach that
allowed producing the first nanocrystalline alloy with the
composition Fe73:5Si13:5B9Nb3Cu1, later called Finemet [69]:
the nucleation of nanocrystals in it occurs in the copper
clusters, insoluble in the amorphous phase of this composi-
tion.

The formation of a nanocrystalline structure in the
amorphous phase usually occurs according to the primary
crystallization mechanism. In this case, the composition of
nanocrystals differs from that of the amorphous alloy, i.e., the
process of crystal formation is controlled by the volume
diffusion. In the process of crystallization of the amorphous
alloy with the base composition Fe±Si±B, depending on the
concentration of components, the formation of either a-Fe
crystals or eutectic colonies composed of a-Fe(Si) and Fe3B
occurs, but in either case the forming crystals grow very
rapidly and no nanostructure appears. It is clear that for the
formation of nanosize crystals it is necessary to ensure a high
rate of crystal nucleation and a low rate of their growth. To
achieve such conditions, small amounts of copper (1 at.%)
and niobium (3 at.%) were introduced into the base Fe±Si±B
composition. Since copper does not dissolve in iron, the
copper clusters served as sites for nucleation of crystals, and
the niobium atoms characterized by a low diffusion rate
hampered the diffusive redistribution of components, giving
rise to a low growth rate for the crystals forming in the
amorphous matrix. It important to note that copper clusters
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are only regions of facilitated nucleation, but are by nomeans
related structurally to the nucleating crystals. Copper is
known to have a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice, while the
nanocrystals formed in the iron-based alloy have a body-
centered cubic (bcc) lattice. Therefore, the nucleation of
crystals on copper clusters reflects the difference in energy
gain upon the heterogeneous nucleation of a crystal on a
cluster (inhomogeneity) compared to a homogeneous nuclea-
tion of a crystal in the bulk of an amorphous matrix.

In recent years, a different approach has been developed,
according to which the sites for nucleation of nanocrystals
can be the regions of short-range order, packed according to
the type of first crystallizing phase. For iron-based alloys,
they should be regions packed according to the type of bcc
structure. The prerequisites for such consideration are a
number of factors:

Ð the short-range order in an amorphous phase can
change, depending on the composition [70, 71] and/or
temperature [72, 73];

Ð at the initial stage of amorphous alloy crystallization,
in most cases, the crystal phases formed have a structure and
composition close to the short-range order and the composi-
tion of the amorphous phase immediately before the begin-
ning of crystallization (`inheriting' of the structure) [74], these
phases being mostly metastable [75±78];

Ð in the process of amorphous phase separation
(formation of a heterogeneous amorphous phase consisting
of several amorphous phases), each of the amorphous regions
crystallizes independently of the others, with the formation of
its `own' crystalline phase [79].

The possibility of forming bcc nanocrystals upon doping
with bcc structure components in alloys whose main metallic
component has a different lattice was studied in Refs [80,
81]. Figure 2 presents X-ray patterns of alloys of the Co±Fe±
Si±B±N system, containing 0 (curve 1) and 2 (curve 2) at.%
of Nb.

In the papers cited above, it was found that the
introduction of 1±2 at.% of Nb (an element with a bcc
lattice) into a cobalt-based alloy (fcc or hexagonal close-
packed (hcp) lattice depending on temperature) facilitates the
formation of bcc nanocrystals. Adding niobium to amor-
phous Co-based alloys not only gives rise to a structure not

typical of alloys with the compositions studied, but also
substantially affects the size of nanocrystals. In this case, as
a result of doping, a crystal phase is formed with a lattice
related to the structure of the doping element rather than the
main component of the alloy. Studies carried out on this and
other systems have shown that the presence of ordered
regions in the amorphous phase facilitates the nucleation of
nanocrystals with a lattice having the same short-range order
as the ordered region. The crystals formed in the amorphous
phase have a structure that differs from that of the main
metallic component of the alloy [82]. The studies described are
presently being continued.

2.2 Formation of nanocrystals
in a heterogeneous amorphous phase
As was noted above, the formation of nanocrystals in
amorphous alloys can occur through different mechanisms.
The structure that forms depends on the chemical composi-
tion of the alloy, temperature, the method of acting on the
structure, as well as on the state of the amorphous phase
(homogeneous or heterogeneous) before the beginning of
crystallization. Below, we consider the formation of a
heterogeneous amorphous structure and some examples of
nanostructure formation in nanoglasses.

2.2.1 Formation of a heterogeneous amorphous phase (nano-
glass). The main method of investigating the structure of
amorphous alloys is X-ray diffraction analysis. The intensity
of scattering of X-rays by an amorphous phase is determined
by the formula

I�S � � NF 2�S �
�
1�
�1
0

4pR 2
�
r�R� ÿ r0

� sin �SR�
SR

dR

�
;

�18�

whereN is the total number of atoms in a unit volume, F�S � is
the scattering amplitude, r�R� is the number of atoms per unit
volume at distance R from the chosen atom, r0 is the mean
number of atoms per unit volume, and S is the wave vector
[83]. The sequence of maxima of function I�S� is determined
by the sequence of maxima of function sin �SR�=SR. Since it
has maxima at SR values of 7.73, 14.06, 20.46, etc., it follows
that R1 � 7:73=S1 � 14:06=S2 � 20:46=S3 . . . , or, in other
words, the radius of the first coordination sphere (the
distance to the nearest neighboring atom) can be determined
from the value of the wave vector, corresponding to any
maximum of the scattering intensity curve. The radius of the
first coordination sphere can be easily found from the
experimental scattering curve using the Ehrenfest equation

2R1 sin y � 1:23l ; �19�

where l is the wavelength of the radiation used, and y is the
diffraction angle.

The determination of the radial distribution function of
atoms reduces to calculating the integral in the equation

4pR 2r�R� � 4pR 2r0 �
2R

p

�1
0

S i�S � sin �SR� dS ; �20�

where i�S � � �I�S � ÿNF 2�S��=NF 2�S � is the structure part
of the coherent scattering intensity per atom,N is the number
of atoms in a unit volume, F�S � is the scattering amplitude,
r�R� is the number of atoms per unit volume at distance R,
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Figure 2.X-ray patterns of annealed alloys of the Co±Fe±Si±B±Nb system

(1ÐCo71:6Fe7Si12:4B9, 2ÐCo70Fe7Si12B9Nb2).
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r0 is the mean number of atoms per unit volume, and the area
under the first maximum determines the coordination
number.

Diffraction experiments yield X-ray patterns, which are
dependences of X-ray radiation intensity scattered by the
sample at the scattering angle. The primary processing of
X-ray patterns includes calculating the atomic factor;
corrections for anomalous scattering, polarization, absorp-
tion, and incoherent scattering; calculating the structural
factor; and (with the use of the data obtained) calculating
different functions of the radial distribution of atoms,
namely, total, 4pr 2r�r�, relative, g�r� � r�r�=r0, and differ-
ence, 4pr 2�r�r� ÿ r0�. The analysis of atomic radial distribu-
tion functions provides only averaged characteristics and, in
addition, is not free of a number of drawbacks. First, they
include the appearance of so-called `false' maxima, caused by
the fact that in real experiments the integration is performed
in a certain finite interval rather than from zero to infinity.
Another very frequent error is the overestimation of the
coordination number associated with both the nonideal
symmetry of the first maximum and the insufficient accuracy
of determining the background.

To get more complete information on the amorphous
phase structure, the construction of partial functions of radial
distribution is used. For a binary alloy A±B, this means
constructing several functions for pairs of atoms AA, AB,
BA, and BB, which requires performing several independent
experiments, e.g., using different types of radiation (X-rays,
neutrons, electrons).

The structural factor calculated from experimental
scattering curves for a two-component alloy is expressed as

S�Q� � 1

hbi2
ÿ
c 2Ab

2
ASAA�Q� � 2cAcBbAbBSAB�Q�

� c 2Bb
2
BSBB�Q�

�
; �21�

where bA and bB are the amplitudes of coherent scattering for
atomsA andB, cA and cB are the atomic concentrations of the
components A and B, hbi � cAbA � cBbB, andQ � 4p sin y=l
(2y is the scattering angle, l is the wavelength). This function
is a superposition of partial functions SAA�Q�, SAB�Q�, and
SBB�Q�, corresponding to pair correlations of the compo-
nents A±A, A±B, and B±B. It is clear that, to determine the
partial structural factors, it is necessary to obtain a system of
three equations with different values of bA or bB.

There are various ways to determine the total structural
factor S�Q�, referred to as Faber±Ziman and Bhatia±
Thornton formalisms. In the formalism proposed by Faber
and Ziman for the case of neutron scattering [84], the total
structural factor is defined as follows:

S�Q� � 1

hbi2
�
ds
dO
ÿ ÿhb 2i ÿ hbi2�� ; �22�

where ds=dO is the differential cross section of the coherent
scattering of neutrons, and hbi �P cibi (ci and bi are the
concentration and the amplitude of the coherent scattering of
neutrons by atoms of the i-th sort, respectively). According to
Faber and Ziman, the partial structural factors describe the
correlations between different chemical elements of the alloy.
The total structural factor S�Q� of a binary alloy AB contains
partial structural factors Si j�Q� and is described by Eqn (21).
The weighting factors before Si j�Q� change upon varying bi.

Since bi are different for different isotopes of one element,
using the isotopic substitution, it is possible to change the
weight factors so that different partial structural factors
differently contribute to S�Q�. The function of radial
distribution of atoms G�r� is given by a Fourier transform of
the structural factor S�Q�.

Another way to determine the partial structural functions
was proposed by Bhatia and Thornton [85]. It allows
describing both concentration-concentration (CC) and num-
ber density-concentration (NC) correlations between the
atoms. The total structural factor according to Bhatia and
Thornton is determined as

S ��Q� � ds=dO
hb 2i : �23�

The separation of S ��Q� into three partial structural factors
in the case of binary systems is performed using the formula

S ��Q� � 1

hbi2
ÿhbiSNN�Q� � 2hbi�bA ÿ bB�SNC�Q�

� �bA ÿ bB�2SCC�Q�
�
: �24�

The total and partial functions of radial distribution of atoms
(FRDAs) are determined by a Fourier transform of the
corresponding structural factors.

According to Faber and Ziman, the partial FRDAs
describe the correlations between the atoms of individual
chemical elements. In the case of the Bhatia±Thornton
formalism, the function GNN�r� describes the topological
short-range order independently of the chemical type of the
atom, and GCC�r� is determined by scattering by fluctuations
in the concentration of atoms with different scattering
capabilities b. The peaks of GNN�r� correspond to coordina-
tion spheres. The minima of GCC�r� mean that, at the
corresponding position, there is a different sort of atom than
at r � 0; the maxima correspond to coordination spheres
from atoms of the same sort as the atom at r � 0. In the case
of a statistical distribution of atoms, GNC�r� � 0. Different
functions of both formalisms are related through simple
linear equations.

As was mentioned above, to construct the partial
functions, it is necessary to perform several independent
experiments. At present, the methods of constructing total
and partial functions of radial distribution are not used very
often, although it is worth mentioning Refs [86±89]. This
paper is of particular interest, because its authors compared
the results of studies using X-ray and synchrotron radiation
with those of ab initio calculations by themethod ofmolecular
dynamics. This comparison revealed the presence of strong
chemical ordering in the liquid and amorphous alloy
Zr55Cu30Ni5Al10 with the formation of Zr±Cu, Zr±Al, and
Zr±Zr pairs, and allowed estimating the stability of short-
range and medium-range order in the alloy studied.

It should be noted that, in the absolute majority of cases,
when analyzing the structure of metallic glasses, only the
radius of the first coordination sphere is evaluated; its
changes under exposures of different kinds determine the
distortion of the diffuse maxima (additional shoulder, peak
splitting, etc.). In combination with other methods of
investigation, such an approach appears to be more produc-
tive. Most often, an X-ray structural analysis is combined
with transmission and high-resolution electron microscopy.

In describing crystallization processes, it is usually
assumed that the nucleation and growth of nanocrystals
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occur in a homogeneous amorphous phase. However, as
already mentioned above, the amorphous structure can
often be heterogeneous. The characteristics of the regions of
heterogeneity and their origin, in turn, can differ substan-
tially. In the amorphous phase, ordered regions can be
observed, in which the short-range order applies to a few
coordination spheres. Such ordered regions were observed
experimentally using the methods of high-resolution electron
microscopy, nanoray diffraction, etc. [90] (Fig. 3).

An amorphous structure can evolve under external
exposures and change its characteristics, including the
homogeneity. The formation of regions with different types
of short-range order, i.e., actually several amorphous phases
within one alloy, is possible. The amorphous phase structure
can also considerably change under both heating and
deformation; in this case, regions with different chemical
compositions and/or short-range orders arise. As a rule,
such a structure is formed with an increase in temperature.
The authors of Ref. [91] present a number of examples of the
formation of a heterogeneous amorphous structure (nano-
glass). It is shown that the tendency to form a heterogeneous
amorphous structure depends on the chemical composition
(Pd±Au±Si [92], �Zr0:667Ni0:333�1ÿxBx [93], Cu±Ti, and Ni±Y
[94]). Since the regions of different chemical composition are
formed from an initially homogeneous structure, this process
is controlled by the volume diffusion; with an increase in
temperature (and acceleration of diffusion mass transfer), the
process is facilitated. This formation of a heterogeneous
structure upon temperature growth has been observed in a
number of alloys (Pd±Au±Si [95], Fe67Co18B14Si1 [71],
Ni70Mo10P20 [35, 36], etc.). An increase in the degree of
amorphous phase separation with an increase in the tempera-
ture or duration of thermal treatment has been detected in
many systems (Fe90Zr10 [95±97], Fe±P±C, Fe±B, Pd±Au±Si
[98], Al±Ni±(La, Gd, Y) [99]). An investigation of aluminum-
based alloys [100] has shown that the formation of a
heterogeneous amorphous structure can occur directly in the
process of melt hardening. The authors of Ref. [100] have
found that, upon a decrease in the cooling rate during melt
hardening, it is possible to get a heterogeneous amorphous
structure directly in the process of cooling. At a high cooling
rate, the hardened amorphous alloy Al82Ni15Y3 was homo-
geneous; in the case of cooling with a lower rate, the
formation of a structure consisting of two amorphous phases

differing in composition and type of short-range order was
observed. Upon subsequent heating, these amorphous phases
crystallized with the formation of different crystalline phases
Al and Al3Ni, the crystallization of two amorphous phases
having begun not simultaneously.

Studies of phase separation processes in an amorphous
structure are usually carried out using X-ray diffraction or
transmission electron microscopy. A typical X-ray pattern of
a homogeneous amorphous alloy is a scattering curve with an
intense first diffuse peak and diffuse maxima sequentially
decreasing in intensity (Fig. 4).

In the process of formation of a heterogeneous amor-
phous structure, regions differing in chemical composition
and/or type of short-range order are formed in the sample.
These regions are characterized by different minimal dis-
tances between atoms (or different radii of the first coordina-
tion sphere). In this case, the observed pattern of X-ray
scattering is a superposition of scattering curves from each
of the forming amorphous phases. In an experimental X-ray
pattern, this manifests itself in a distortion of the shape of the
maxima, the appearance of a shoulder, or even the splitting of
the major peak into several peaks. Figures 5 and 6 show
examples of such a change in X-ray patterns.

As was already noted, finding the distance between atoms
(first coordination sphere radius) in an amorphous structure
is implemented using X-ray scattering curves.

Studies using the transmission electron microscopy
method also allow observing the appearance of inhomogene-
ity regions in an amorphous structure. Figure 7a presents an
electron microscopy image of the Al87Ni8La5 heterogeneous
amorphous alloy, and Fig. 7b, the corresponding electron
diffraction pattern. In Fig. 7a, one can clearly see brighter
and darker areas corresponding to the regions of different
absorption contrast caused by the difference between the
chemical compositions of these regions. The electron
diffraction pattern demonstrates two diffuse rings corre-
sponding to two amorphous phases of different chemical
composition with different radii of the first coordination
sphere.

It should be noted that the formation of a heterogeneous
structure is most actively developed at the initial stage of the
treatment. This process has been thoroughly investigated by
the example of the Al87Ni8La5 amorphous alloy [101]. When
studying this alloy, it was found that, in the X-ray pattern of
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Figure 3. Beam diameter is 0.72 nm. (a) Two face-centered polyhedrons
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patterns of nanoray diffraction. (c±e) Simulated patterns [90].
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Figure 4. X-ray pattern of the Al88Ni10Y2 amorphous alloy.
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amorphous samples immediately after hardening, the first
diffuse maximum is symmetric, but in the course of hard-
ening, it acquires a shoulder from the large-angle side, the
degree of themaximum distortion growingwith the increase in
the annealing duration (Fig. 8). Figure 9 shows the difference
in the angular position of diffuse maxima corresponding to
two amorphous phases (curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 8) versus the

duration of the amorphous sample annealing. The increase in
this difference with time reflects the separation of the diffuse
maxima in the process of annealing, i.e., the growing difference
in the first coordination sphere radii or interatomic distances
in two new-forming amorphous phases. An analysis of atomic
size and alloy composition shows that two diffuse maxima
correspond to the regions enriched and depleted with
lanthanum (and/or nickel). The left sub-peak corresponds to
the amorphous phase with a greater radius of the first
coordination sphere (Fig. 8, curve 3); this amorphous phase
is enriched with lanthanum (the larges atom in the alloy
studied).

It is seen that, at the initial stage of annealing, the
separation of the amorphous phase is more intense (the
difference between the angular positions of the peaks
noticeably grows), but, after some time (about 12 hours), the
separation process finishes and no further change in the
position of the maxima occurs.

The formation of a heterogeneous amorphous structure,
naturally, leads to a change in the material properties, such
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Figure 5. X-ray pattern of the Pb60Pd40 amorphous alloy [32] obtained

with Cu Ka (1) and Mo Ka (2) emissions. Q is the wave vector.
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Figure 6. X-ray pattern of the Al85Ni12Y3 amorphous alloy [100]. 1 Ð

experimental curve, 2, 3 Ðdiffuse haloes corresponding to two amor-

phous phases, 4Ðthe sum (2+3) curve.
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Figure 7. X-ray microscopy image (a) and electron diffraction pattern (b)

of a heterogeneous amorphous structure.
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Figure 8.X-ray pattern of theAl87Ni8La5 amorphous alloy after annealing

at 150 �C for 25 hours [98]: 1 Ðexperimental curve, 2 Ðsummary

envelope, 3, 4Ðreflections from two amorphous phases.
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annealing duration for the Al87Ni8La5 amorphous alloy at 150 �C [101].
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as thermal stability, Curie temperature [102], and plasticity
[103, 104].

2.2.2 Formation of nanocrystals in a nanoglass. In the process
of devitrification of a heterogeneous amorphous structure,
the formation of crystals occurs independently in each sort
of region. In this case, crystalline phases appear whose
composition and short-range order correspond to the
short-range order in the amorphous phase immediately
before the beginning of crystallization. The formation of
nanocrystals in a heterogeneous amorphous phase is studied
mainly in alloys based on aluminum and nickel. What is the
reason for choosing these materials? As shown above, the
formation of a heterogeneous amorphous structure is most
simply fixed using the methods of X-ray diffraction or
transmission electron microscopy, although the second
method is substantially more laborious. To make the
distortion of a diffuse maximum in an X-ray or electron
diffraction pattern noticeable, the differences among the first
coordination sphere radii of regions with different chemical
compositions and different types of short-range order should
be large enough.

In many systems, it is extremely difficult to observe the
separation. For example, the amorphous alloys of the Fe±B
system also experience separation according to some data, so
that amorphous phases with different concentrations of
boron are expected to arise. However, because of the weak
scattering capability of boron, it is difficult to detect this
separation in X-ray patterns. In such alloys, the separation
can be observed using the method of small-angle scattering of
X-rays. This method allows detecting electron density
inhomogeneities in the structure of the region; however, like
any other method, it has its own limitations. In particular, to
detect regions of electron density inhomogeneity, there
should be many such regions, and the difference in electron
density between these regions and the surrounding amor-
phous matrix should be substantial. Therefore, the formation
of nanocrystals of the heterogeneous amorphous phase has
been studied mainly in systems where the formation of a
nanoglass was reliably established.

As a result of the experiments performed, it was shown
that, for example, in the amorphous Ni70Mo10B20 alloy [79],
in the process of heterogeneous structure crystallization,
nanocrystals of three phases are formed: fcc Ni, fcc solid
solution of Mo in Ni, and the orthorhombic phase of Ni3B.
The crystallization of each phase occurs in its `own'
amorphous region. The size of the resulting crystals does not
exceed 50 nm,which corresponds to the size of inhomogeneity
regions in the heterogeneous amorphous structure before the
beginning of crystallization. During the crystallization of a
homogeneous amorphous alloy with the same composition,
the formation of eutectic Ni�Ni3B colonies of substantially
larger sizes occurs. Crystallization occurred in a similar way
in the amorphous Ni70Mo10P20 alloy [35]: the devitrification
of a homogeneous amorphous structure gave rise of the
formation of eutectic colonies consisting of relatively large
crystals of Ni and Ni3P. On the contrary, in the case of
crystalizing a heterogeneous amorphous structure, the grain
structure arose, and the formation of Ni and Ni3P phases did
not occur simultaneously; however, each of the phases formed
in its `own' concentration region. In amorphous alloys of the
Al±Ni±RE (RE � La, Gd, Y) system [12, 21], additional
separation of the amorphous matrix was observed in the
process of crystallization. In some cases, the separation of the

amorphous phase with subsequent crystallization can occur
through the mechanism of spinodal decomposition (see
Section 2.3 below). Below, we will compare at length
structures formed from the homogeneous and heterogeneous
amorphous phases.

2.3 Formation of nanocrystals through
spinodal decomposition
Amorphous alloy crystallization through the spinodal
decomposition mechanism is rather rare [36, 92, 94]. One of
the first studies in which the possibility of spinodal decom-
position was noted was devoted to the Rd±Au±Si system [89].
Crystallization of amorphous alloys of this system strongly
depended on the concentration of components, and in the
Pd0:74Au0:08Si0:18 composition, the authors of Ref. [92]
observed spinodal decomposition. The structure change
during the spinodal decomposition has been most thor-
oughly investigated in the Fe±Zr system [36], where it was
shown that long-time low-temperature annealing gives rise
to a chain of transformations: homogeneous amorphous
phase! heterogeneous amorphous phase! two solid
solutions of Zr in a-Fe of different concentrations! equili-
brium a-Fe� Fe3Zr phases. All stages of the transformation
took place in regions that did not change in size; in the course
of the structure transformation, a gradual formation of
sharper boundaries between particles was observed. The size
of nanocrystals in the crystallized structure was 10±30 nm.

3. Possibility of amorphous
structure rejuvenation

Amorphous metallic alloys possess good properties [105±
108], which can be noticeably improved by low-temperature
annealing (e.g., annealing in a magnetic field), etc. However,
in this case, and even during mere aging, embrittlement
occurs, which limits the potentialities of their practical
application. The main cause of embrittlement is an increase
in the short-range order degree, which leads to the formation
of regions with different local structures and, naturally,
properties. In parallel, the free volume concentration
decreases (increasing the density within 0.5%), leading to a
decrease in the atomic mobility (the structure becomes denser
and more ordered).

Based on general considerations, to restore the plasticity,
one should increase the free volume concentration in the
amorphous alloy and reduce the degree of its `crystallicity'.
One of the first attempts to restore the plasticity of iron-based
alloys (Fe40Ni40B20, Fe40Ni40P14B6) was associated with
exposing samples to thermal neutrons [109±113]. The above
papers describe experiments, in particular, on increasing the
plasticity of the Fe40Ni40P14B6 alloy. Exposing boron-
containing alloys to thermal neutrons induces the 10B (n; a)
Li reaction with the formation of high-energy fission
fragments that cause a high-power `self-irradiation' of the
material and destruction of ordered regions in the amorphous
phase. As a result, the plasticity of the amorphous alloy
increases. It should be said that the irradiation effect on the
plastic properties of amorphous materials is controversial,
and a decrease in plasticity has been observed in a number of
papers. This is probably due to a number of processes that
take place under the irradiation: breaking the clusters and
their easier restoration (since the structure imperfection is
increased), an increase in temperature leading to a decrease in
the free volume concentration, etc. The dominance of one
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factor or another will exert the decisive effect on the change in
mechanical properties.

Another way to restore the plasticity was to use a plastic
deformation [114±116] leading to noticeable atomic restruc-
turing. The authors of Ref. [116] hypothesized that the
structural changes under deformation can be a result of
local heating induced by the deformation. In recent years, a
new and more efficient method of structure restoration, the
method of cryogenic thermocycling, has been under develop-
ment, which consists of thermocycling within a temperature
interval between the temperature of liquid nitrogen and room
temperature or higher [117±119]. This process was called
rejuvenation. The idea of the new method is based on the
assumption of a structural change under mechanical stress,
induced by a nonuniform change in the thermal expansion
coefficient. If a structure is inhomogeneous (nanoglass being
a typical example), then there are regions in it differing in
chemical composition, density, and other properties, and
characterized by different coefficients of thermal expansion
as well. A sharp temperature change in such a structure will
induce stresses leading to local atomic restructuring [118,
119]. This method was first applied to the Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5
alloy [118]; however, no visible changes in the structure were
detected. Later, it appeared possible to observe structural
changes in the Zr46Cu38Al8Ag8 inhomogeneous amorphous
alloy [120], as well as to completely restore the amorphous
phase in the partially crystalline Al88Ni6Y6 and Al87Ni8Gd5
alloys [121, 122]. In the latter case, the difference between
thermal expansion coefficients increased at the expense of the
formation of a small number of nanocrystals in the amorphous
phase followed by the cryogenic thermocycling of the
structure, consisting of the amorphous phase and aluminum
nanocrystals uniformly distributed in it.

Figure 10 shows the initial segment of the X-ray pattern of
the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy before the beginning of cryogenic
thermocycling, and Fig. 11 shows the electron diffraction
pattern of the structure. It is seen that in the alloy there is a
small number of nanocrystals (in the X-ray pattern, a
blackened peak corresponds to them). After performing the
cryogenic thermocycling, the intensity of reflection from the
nanocrystals (Fig. 12) considerably lowered, and the number
of nanocrystals in the electron diffraction image (Fig. 13)
decreased greatly. These results directly indicate the rejuvena-
tion of the amorphous structure in the process of cryogenic
thermocycling. With an increase in the treatment duration,
the amorphous structure was completely rejuvenated. The
rejuvenation of the amorphous structure has naturally led to
the restoration of the material plasticity.

How can the rejuvenation of an amorphous structure
occur? As already mentioned above, in a heterogeneous
amorphous structure, there are regions differing in chemical
composition and, therefore, characterized by different thermal
expansion coefficients. A sharp change in temperature in such
a structure facilitates the appearance of stresses, leading to
local atomic restructuring. Themagnitude of arising thermally
induced stresses can be determined by the formula [123]

sp � DaDT
�1� nm�=2Em � �1ÿ 2np�=2Ep

; �25�

where sp is the mean stress inside the particles, Da is the
difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of the
particles and thematrix, nm and np are the Poisson coefficients
for the matrix and the particles, andEm andEp are the Young
moduli for the matrix and the particles, respectively.

The mean stress sm in the matrix is determined from the
equation

fsp � �1ÿ f �sm � 0 : �26�

Formula (25) works when the volume fraction of the
second-phase particles does not exceed 10%. The general
formula with the fraction of particles f taken into account has
the form [123]

sp � DaDT
1=3Kp � 1=4�1ÿ f �Gm � f=3�1ÿ f �Km

; �27�

where Kp, Km are the bulk moduli of the particles and the
matrix, respectively, and Gm is the shear modulus of the
matrix.

FromEqns (26) and (27), it follows that the stresses within
the particles and in the matrix have opposite signs. This
means that if there is a tensile stress in the particles, then in
the matrix the stress is compressive and vice versa. The
absolute value of the stress within particles decreases
according to an approximately linear law with an increase in
their proportion, whereas the stress in the matrix increases.
Estimates in [121] have shown that, in the case of the
Al87Ni8Gd5 alloy, the stress inside Al nanocrystals can reach
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Figure 10. X-ray pattern of the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy before the beginning of

cryogenic thermocycling [122]: 1 Ðexperimental curve, 2 Ðsummary

envelope, 3, 4Ðreflections from two amorphous phases.

200 nm

Figure 11.Transmission electronmicroscopy image of theAl88Ni6Y6 alloy

before the beginning of cryogenic thermocycling [122].
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90 MPa in the temperature interval of 77±393 K. Comparing
the obtained values with the stress of dislocation generation
and taking into account the thermocycling duration allowed
the authors of Ref. [121] to conclude that the stresses arising
under cryogenic thermocycling can cause deformational
amorphization.

4. Formation of a heterogeneous structure
and nanocrystals under deformation

Plastic deformation of amorphous alloys at low temperatures
is known to be highly localized and, in fact, is implemented in
narrow zonesÐ the shear bands, leaving the main part of the
amorphous phase virtually unaffected. The structure in the
shear bands differs from that in the rest of the amorphous
phase. The investigations carried out have shown that in the
shear bands the diffusion coefficient at room temperature is
five-six orders of magnitude higher than in the surrounding
amorphous matrix [124]. The reasons for the increase in the
diffusion coefficient by a few orders of magnitude can be
diverse. Usually, the increase in the diffusion coefficient in the
shear bands is associated either with a local great but short-
duration (about 30 ps) increase in temperature in this region
[125±127] or with an increase in the free volume fraction (with

a decrease in density) in the shear band [16, 128, 129]. It is
important that, as a result of deformation, two structural
components arise: the amorphous regions separated from
each other by visible interfaces and the interfaces themselves
(the regions containing an increased free volume). Such
boundary regions also have an amorphous structure, but
possess lower density.

Many papers, among which the review by Greer et al.
[130] should be distinguished, are devoted to the structure of
shear bands in amorphous alloys as such. In this review, the
issues of nucleation, structure, and propagation of shear
bands are considered in detail. However, many issues related
to the formation of such an unusual structure and the
structure of boundary regions themselves remain open and
continue to be widely studied at present. In particular, a
group of Russian researchers [131] hypothesized that, under
certain deformation regimes, systems of shear bands form in a
material, and it is exactly these systems of bands that separate
amorphous regions, forming a kind of nanoglass. Such
specific structures with a high density of nanosized shear
bands, analogous to the structure of a nanoglass, have been
observed by the authors in various systems of amorphous
alloys based on Zr, Au, and Ti after twisting under high
pressure, in particular, in the alloys of the Ti±Ni±Cu system
[132]. It was found that the structure that forms consists of
nanosized amorphous clusters separated by amorphous
boundaries, the structure depending on the temperature at
which the deformation is carried out [133, 134]. The authors
of these papers have established that the boundary region is a
shear band, which, in turn, is formed by a group of closely
spaced bands separated from each other by 10±20 nm.

Under great deformation, the structure of the bands can
be rather branched. There are studies demonstrating that the
treatment of an amorphous material under high degrees of
deformation makes it possible to obtain a material with a
fairly high density of shear bands, which largely change the
local structure of the material [135, 136]. Naturally, such a
structure cannot but affect the process of amorphous phase
crystallization. Studies of deformation processes and nano-
crystalline structure formed in the course of deformation are
being carried out with a variety of alloys, including compara-
tive studies of nanocrystal formation under heating and
deformation [137].

In addition to the formation of shear bands, deformations
can also give rise to an anisotropic amorphous structure [138]
and a heterogeneous amorphous structure of the same type
as that produced by thermal treatment. Figure 14 presents
an X-ray pattern of the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy after pressure
treatment at P � 5 GPa [139]. The reflections marked with
crosses correspond to BN (boron nitride powder served as a
pressure-transmitting medium). The diffuse maximum is seen
to be asymmetric, which testifies to the formation of a
heterogeneous amorphous structure.

Amorphous phase separation and the formation of a
heterogeneous amorphous structure can occur in the process
of rolling, too. Figure 15 shows part of an X-ray diffraction
pattern (the region of the first diffuse maximum) of the
amorphous Al88Ni10Y2 alloy deformed by the method of
multiple rolling [140].

In this case, in addition to the heterogeneous amorphous
phase (diffuse maxima 5 and 6), a small number of aluminum
nanocrystals is formed (peaks 3 and 4 are (111) and (200)
reflections from the Al nanocrystals). The X-ray patterns (see
Figs 14, 15) testify to the fact that, under deformation in
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Figure 12. X-ray pattern of the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy after cryogenic thermo-

cycling [122]: 1 Ðexperimental curve, 2 Ðsummary envelope, 3, 4 Ð

reflections from two amorphous phases.

200 nm

Figure 13.Transmission electronmicroscopy image of theAl88Ni6Y6 alloy

after cryogenic thermocycling [122].
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Al88Ni6Y6 and Al88Ni10Y2 amorphous alloys, the formation
of a heterogeneous amorphous structure occurs. Naturally,
the deformation of the amorphous phase causes a change in
the material properties [141].

An important feature of deformation-induced nanocrys-
tallization is the significant extension of the group of
materials in which the formation of nanostructures is
possible. To create a nanostructure from an amorphous
alloy, the method of intense plastic deformation, namely,
twisting under high pressure, is most frequently used. In the
abovementioned amorphous Fe±Si±B alloy, no nanocrystals

are formed during the thermal treatment because of the high
diffusion coefficient of boron and, therefore, rapid growth of
the crystals. By means of intense plastic deformation in
amorphous Fe±Si±B and Fe±B alloys, a nanostructure has
been formed, which allowed obtaining new materials with
good magnetic properties. It was shown in [142] that, upon
achieving a certain level of deformation, nanocrystallization
occurs in an amorphous alloy. Prolonged zones (Fig. 16) in
which nanocrystals can have a preferable orientation can
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Figure 15. Segment of an X-ray pattern corresponding to the region of the

first diffuse halo: 1Ðexperimental curve, 2Ðsummary envelope, 3, 4Ð

reflections from aluminum nanocrystals, 5, 6 Ðreflections from the

amorphous phase.
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Figure 14.X-ray pattern of the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy after pressure treatment at

P � 5 GPa: 1 Ðexperimental curve, 2, 3 Ðreflections from two amor-

phous phases, 4Ðsummary envelope.
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Figure 16. Structure of the Fe78Si13B9 alloy deformed by twisting under a pressure of 4 GPa [142]: (a) bright-field electronmicroscopic image, (b) electron

diffraction pattern, and (c, d) dark-field electron microscopy image of segments A and B of the ring, marked with arrows in the electron diffraction

patterns.
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arise in the samples, which is confirmed by the presence of
high-intensity spots (one of them marked by the arrow A) on
the ring in the electron diffraction pattern. Figure 16 presents
a bright-field electron microscopy image of the structure of
the deformed Fe78Si13B9 alloy (a), the electron diffraction
pattern (b), and the dark-field electron microscopy images
(c, d) of the ring segments A and B, marked with arrows in the
electron diffraction pattern. The dark-field image of the
structure in the higher-intensity part of the ring is seen to
contain a large number of nanocrystals (prolonged zone),
whereas in the dark-field image corresponding to the lower-
intensity part of the ring (B), there are many fewer
nanocrystals, and they are placed randomly.

The mean size of nanocrystals in this sample is 6 nm. The
proportion of the nanocrystalline phase becomes greater with
increasing deformation degree and reaches the value of
� 50%; the size of the nanocrystals remains unchanged. The
formation of nanocrystals leads to a substantial increase in
the saturation magnetization (by nearly 40%) without a
noticeable change in the coercive force.

The formation of nanocrystals in the process of intense
plastic deformation occurs mainly in the shear bands and
their neighborhood [17]. As noted above, the shear bands
have a looser structure and the values of the diffusion
coefficient in them is significantly higher than in the
surrounding amorphous matrix [2, 17, 120, 143]. The
increasing diffusion coefficient in the shear bands makes
possible the formation of nanocrystals in them even at room
temperature [2, 17, 143, 144]. Thus, for example, the
predominant formation of nanocrystals in the shear bands
in the Al88Y7Fe5 alloy has been observed after termination of
a tensile deformation [17]. Similar results were obtained in
aluminum-based alloys (Al85:1Ni6Co2Gd6Si0:9) deformed by
rolling [144]. After the end of deformation and aging at
room temperature for a few months, the shear bands
appeared to be filled with nanocrystals, whereas in the
main amorphous matrix, the number of nanocrystals was
insignificant (Fig. 17).

An intense plastic deformation can lead not simply to
nanocrystal formation, but to additional refinement of
crystals already formed. This phenomenon was observed
in the nanocrystallization of amorphous alloys of Fe±B
systems under the action of intense plastic deformation

[145]. Upon twisting deformation of the amorphous
Fe80B20 alloy under a pressure of 5 GPa at a temperature
of 200 �C, the formation of a-Fe nanocrystals was observed.
The mean size of the nanocrystals did not exceed 10 nm;
however, individual nanocrystals about 20 nm in size were
also present. The structure of these nanocrystals was
layered and consisted of a-Fe and g-Fe regions (Fig. 18).
In this figure, the a regions have a bcc lattice (a-Fe, regions
A and C), and the g regions have an fcc lattice (g-Fe, regions
B and D).

A detailed analysis of the structure has shown that the
lattices of the regions with the a-Fe and g-Fe structure are in
certain orientation relationships that testify to a martensitic
type of transformation. Figure 19 shows a high-resolution
electron microscopic image of a nanocrystal (a), an electron
diffraction pattern (b), and a schematic diagram of the
electron diffraction pattern (c). The orientation relations
were the Nishiyama±Wassermann relations, characteristic of
a martensitic transformation; it was found that in larger
nanocrystals an inverse martensitic transformation took
place. Thus, the martensitic transformation can cause a

100 nm

Figure 17. Structure of the Al85:1Ni6Co2Gd6Si0:9 alloy after rolling and

aging at room temperature for a few months [144].
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Figure 18. High-resolution electron microscopy image of the deformed

Fe80B20 amorphous alloy [145].
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Figure 19. (a)High-resolution electronmicroscopy image of a nanocrystal,

(b) electron diffraction pattern, (c) schematic diagram of electron diffrac-

tion pattern [145].
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decrease in nanocrystal size (fragmentation of larger nano-
crystals of a-Fe).

5. Structure and properties of nanomaterials
produced in the course of thermal treatment
and deformation

In a number of systems, the formation of nanocrystals in the
amorphous phase can be implemented by both thermal
treatment and deformation; however, the parameters of
nanostructures greatly depend on the conditions of the
external actions. Studies have shown that the nanocrystals
formed in the process of deformation are usually more
disperse than nanocrystals produced by thermal treatment.
However, the causes of this phenomenon are still not quite
clear. Comparative studies allow clarifying how these
structures can be formed under such different actions and
how the material properties can change depending on the
nanostructure parameters.

Many nanocrystalline alloys are known to be very strong
[146±152]. For such materials, one of the most important
issues is the interaction of nanocrystals with the shear bands
in the process of deformation, in particular, it is important
whether the nanocrystals can be an obstacle to the motion of
the shear bands. Since the deformation of amorphous alloys
occurs through the nucleation of propagation of shear bands,
the size ratio of nanocrystals and shear bands is of primary
importance, which can determine various mechanisms of
their interaction [148, 153±156]. Deformation treatment by
rolling is known to produce a large number of shear bands,
which hamper the propagation of new deformation-induced
shear bands [155, 156]. In turn, nanocrystals, depending on
their chemical composition and size, can be virtually perfect
or contain numerous linear defects, namely, defects of
packing and dislocations [12, 157] that are carriers of
deformation. Thus, for instance, in Ref. [12], it was shown
that the presence of defects in nanocrystals depends on both
the dimension factor and the uniformity of distribution of the
components. When the nanocrystals are solid solutions, the
probability of defect formation increases, and the size at
which the defects can form substantially decreases.

The formation of a structure with a large number of
intersecting shear bands noticeably affects the plasticity and
mechanical characteristics of the material. In recent papers, it
was shown that, in an alloy of the Zr±Cu±Al±Fe system, a
deformation with the appearance of a large number of
inhomogeneities in the form of shear bands in the amor-
phous matrix decreases the elasticity modulus and hardness
and increases the sensitivity to the deformation rate com-
pared to the initial material [158±160]. It was found that,
upon the formation of nanocrystals in aluminum-based
amorphous alloys, the microhardness increases [161], the
dependence of microhardness on the nanocrystal size not
corresponding to the Hall±Petch law.

As is known, the dependence of microhardness (and
strength) of a material on grain size (the Hall±Petch depen-
dence [162, 163]) is one of the important laws of physical
materials science. According to this dependence, the yield
stress st is inversely proportional to the square root of the
grain diameter d:

st � s0 � Ky

d 1=2
; HV � HV0 � Ky

d 1=2
; �28�

where s0 is the lattice friction stress arising in the motion of
a single dislocation, independent of the grain size, Ky is a
(positive) constant, depending on the resistance of grains to
the motion of dislocations, and HV is the Vickers micro-
hardness, st � HV=3. However, in the case of nanocrystal-
line materials with a grain size less than 50 nm, this
dependence is violated. Figure 20 shows the microhardness
dependence of nanocrystalline alloys on the size of the
nanocrystals [164].

The authors of Refs [164, 165] have established the
presence of a certain critical grain size. If the grain size in a
material is greater than the critical one, the Hall±Petch law is
valid; if it is smaller, deviations from this law or even an
inverse dependence are observed. Obviously, direct applica-
tion of the Hall±Petch law to nanocrystalline materials is
impossible. In principle, the Hall±Petch equation is applic-
able to the strengthening caused by the accumulation of
dislocations on such an obstacle as grain boundaries. It was
alreadymentioned above that the structure of nanocrystalline
materials consists of nanocrystals separated from each other
by regions of the amorphous phase. Nanocrystals are
distributed in an amorphous matrix, their size being compar-
able to the thickness of the amorphous phase between them.
In the analysis of nanocrystalline materials, an analogy is
often drawn between a change in nanocrystal size and
hardening according to the Hall±Petch equation. Thus, for
example, in nanocrystalline materials, the critical grain size
was also observed, beginning from which the dependence on
the grain size becomes inverse to theHall±Petch relation. As a
rule, in amorphous nanocrystalline alloys after the end of
primary crystallization, an anomalous behavior of the Hall±
Petch relation is observed.

Figure 21 presents X-ray patterns of the Al88Ni2Y10 alloy
in the initial amorphous state (curve 1) and after the end of the
first stage of crystallization (curve 2). The microhardness of
the initial homogeneous amorphous alloy was 270 MPa.
After the end of the first stage of crystallization, the sample
is two-phase and contains aluminum nanocrystals and an
amorphous phase of modified composition, left after the
extraction of the nanocrystals. The microhardness of such a
sample appears to be much higher and amounts to 440 MPa.

Thus, during the formation of nanocrystals, the micro-
hardness (and strength) of alloys increases. However, in the
process of further transformation of the structure with the
decay of the residual amorphous phase and the formation of
intermetallides, the microhardness decreases. Figure 22
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Figure 20. Dependence of microhardness of nanocrystalline alloys on the

size of nanocrystals [164].
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shows X-ray patterns of the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy after the
deformation not leading to crystallization (heterogeneous
amorphous phase, curve 1), after the end of the first stage of
crystallization (curve 2), and after the formation of an
equilibrium crystalline structure (curve 3). The microhard-
ness of the samples in this case is 260, 420, and 300 MPa,
respectively. Note that the composite amorphous-nanocrys-
talline structure has the maximal microhardness (and,
correspondingly, strength).

It is clear that the properties of nanocrystalline materials
depend not only on the size of nanocrystals but also on other
structural parameters: the phase composition, nanocrystal-
line phase proportion, morphology of nanocrystals, etc. The
changes in the structure greatly affect the magnetic properties
of the material, too. Figure 23 shows the change in the
coercive force under the thermal treatment of metallic glasses
Fe75Si11B10Nb3Sn1, Fe76Si11B10Nb3, and Fe78Si11B10Sn1
[166]. It is seen that, with the structural change in the process
of annealing, the magnetic properties vary in a substantially

nonmonotonic way, and the degree of the properties changes,
depending of the alloy composition.

Alloys with a combined amorphous-nanocrystalline
structure possess very high magnetic properties. One of the
examples is Finemet (Fe74Si13B9Cu1Nb3) [50, 167]. Finemet-
type alloys possess a perfect collection of hysteresis proper-
ties. Thus, the initial permeability and coercive force can be
1,000,000 and 0.5 A mÿ1, respectively. Other iron-based
alloysÐFe±M±B (M � Zr, Hf, Nb) [168]Ðhave values of
saturation induction above 1.5 T, i.e., close to the values of
saturation induction of high-silicon electrotechnical steels,
and an effective permeability above 30,000 at 1 kHz [169]. The
nanocrystalline structure consists of a-Fe crystals 10±20 nm
in size in all alloys of this group. The structure and properties
of Finemet-type allows are being studied very widely [167,
170±179]. A significant number of these studies relate to the
investigation of the Fe74Si13B9Cu1Nb3 alloy, but there are
many compositions doped with other components [180±190].
All these alloys have perfect soft magnetic hysteresis proper-
ties (low coercive force and high permeability).

The necessary conditions for achieving perfect soft
magnetic properties are a small energy of magnetocrystalline
anisotropy and very low saturation magnetostriction (`zero-
ing' the magnetoelastic anisotropies). What makes it possible
to realize such conditions in amorphous-nanocrystalline
alloys? There are several factors. A decrease in the aniso-
tropy leads to an improvement in soft magnetic properties.
The alloys are two-phase and consist of an amorphous matrix
and nanocrystals of solid solution of silicon in bcc iron Fe(Si)
with a size of about 10 nm. Both the coercive force and the
permeability are known to depend on the anisotropy, which,
in turn, consists of the magnetocrystalline, magnetoelastic,
and induced anisotropy contributions. In an amorphous
alloy, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is absent. The
model that determines the anisotropy and the corresponding
coercive force depending on the crystal size belongs to
G Herzer [191]. According to this theory, in a domain of a
nanocrystalline alloy, there are many randomly oriented
nanocrystals. As a result, within each domain, the averaging
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Figure 22. X-ray patterns of the Al88Ni6Y6 alloy: heterogeneous amor-

phous phase (1), structure after the end of the first stage of crystallization

(2), and equilibrium crystalline structure (3).
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Figure 21.X-ray patterns of the Al88Ni2Y10 alloy in the initial amorphous

state (1) and after the end of the first stage of crystallization (2).
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of the directions of easy magnetization axes occurs, and the
total magnetocrystalline anisotropy becomes zero. According
to this model, the coercive force is proportional to d 6, where
d is the nanocrystal diameter. It so happens that, in these
alloys, the amorphous matrix possesses positive magneto-
striction and negative forming nanocrystals, so that at the
nanocrystalline phase fraction of 70±80% their mutual
compensation occurs. Therefore, the magnetoelastic part of
the effective anisotropy, like themagnetocrystalline one, takes
a value close to zero. The low effective anisotropy gives rise to
unique soft magnetic properties of this group of alloys.

Figure 24 presents the dependence of the coercive force of
the alloys on the grain size, which has already become
classical. The black dots correspond to the Finemet alloy.
The dependence is seen to have a substantially nonmonotonic
character, and the coercive force changes dramatically with
crystal size [191].

From the presented analysis, it follows that, to create
materials with the required mechanical or magnetic proper-
ties, it is necessary to study the interrelation among the kind
and parameters of external actions, nanostructure character-
istics, and material properties.

6. Comparing the structures of nanomaterials
formed under thermal treatment and deformation

As already mentioned above, nanocrystals obtained by
deformation are usually smaller than those formed by
thermal treatment [192]. In the course of investigations, it
was also found that the crystallization process depends on the
conditions of the amorphous phase preparation [193], and the
nanostructure parameters can substantially depend on
whether the process of nanocrystallization occurred in the
homogeneous or heterogeneous phase [147, 194]. In particu-
lar, it was discovered that thermal treatment in various
temperature intervals leads not only to a change in the
amorphous phase structure but also to the formation of a
crystalline structure with a substantially different crystal size
under subsequent heating. Smaller crystals were observed
when the crystallization was preceded by the formation of an
inhomogeneous amorphous structure.

What could be the reason for the difference between
nanostructures formed in a homogeneous or heterogeneous
amorphous phase? An important specific feature of amor-

phous phase crystallization is the formation of those crystal-
line phases at the initial stage, in which the short-range order
corresponds to the short-range order of these ordered regions.
This means that the structural state of the amorphous phase
before the beginning of crystallization should affect the
structure resulting from the crystallization. As was men-
tioned above, a heterogeneous structure can arise due to
both thermal treatment and deformation.

Investigations of nanocrystal formation under heating
and deformation have been carried out on a large number of
alloys [20, 142, 195±198]. In Refs [21, 22, 192], it was found
that the formation of a heterogeneous amorphous structure in
aluminum-based alloys accelerates the crystallization pro-
cesses and affects the size of nanocrystals and the proportion
of the nanocrystalline component in amorphous-nanocrystal-
line alloys. In this case, the prehistory of samples appeared to
be of importance, namely, under what conditions the forma-
tion of the heterogeneous structure occurred: heating or
deformation. The processes of crystallization under heating
were studied in alloys of various compositions, having a
homogeneous or heterogeneous amorphous structure. Com-
parative studies were carried out as follows [194]. The
homogeneous amorphous phase was observed in alloys
immediately after hardening, and the heterogeneous one was
obtained by twomethods: thermal treatment or deformation of
the initial homogeneous amorphous phase. In these treat-
ments, special control of the structural state of the samples
was undertaken to ensure the formation of a heterogeneous
amorphous structure rather than the beginning of crystal-
lization. As a result, the following was established: in the
heterogeneous phase obtained by deformation (HP/D), the
nanocrystals formed were of a smaller size than in the
heterogeneous amorphous phase obtained by thermal treat-
ment (HP/T) (for example, 26 and 30 nm for the Al87Ni8La5
alloy, respectively, 21 and 24 nm for the Al87Ni8Gd5 alloy).
The proportion of nanocrystals formed in HP/D was greater
than for HP/T (25 and 20%, respectively, in the Al87Ni8Y5

alloy). The size of nanocrystals also depends on the chemical
composition: in the studied Al±Ni±RE (RE � La, Gd, Y)
group of alloys, the largest nanocrystals formed in the
amorphous alloy with lanthanum, and the smallest, in the
alloy with yttrium. However, the most important fact
discovered in these studies is that in all alloys during the
crystallization of a homogeneous amorphous phase the
proportion of nanocrystals was smaller than for the crystal-
lization of a heterogeneous amorphous phase, and the size of
the nanocrystals was noticeably greater. The results obtained
testify to the possibility of affecting the amorphous phase
structure in order to create nanostructures with the desired
structural parameters under subsequent crystallization.

7. Conclusion

To conclude, we should note that the formation of nano-
structures in metallic glasses depends on a variety of
parameters. The crystallization mechanisms depend on both
the chemical composition of the material and the state of the
amorphous phase before the beginning of its decomposition,
as well as the specific features of external actions. In the
process of complex sequencing of phase transformations
(homogeneous amorphous phase! nanoglass!metastable
phases! equilibrium crystalline structure), materials with
various structural parameters and, consequently, substan-
tially different properties can form. The size and morphology
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of nanocrystals and the fraction of the nanocrystalline
component depend on whether the nucleation and growth of
the crystals occur in a homogeneous or heterogeneous matrix
and if the process is induced by thermal treatment or
deformation. Combined treatments allow producing nano-
crystalline materials with various structural characteristics.
Many aspects of nanostructure formation remain unclear;
however, the results of investigations performed have allowed
a noticeable advancement towards creating nanomaterials
with the proper physical and chemical properties.

This study was carried out within the State Assignment to
the Institute of Solid State Physics of the Russian Academy of
Sciences.
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